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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to its usefulness in several application domains, the problem of checking equivalence between
programs has been the subject of decades of research in the programming languages community.
For instance, in the context of translation validation, equivalence checking allows us to prove that
the low-level code produced by an optimizing compiler is semantics-preserving with respect to the
original program [Necula 2000; Pnueli et al. 1998; Rinard 1999; Zuck et al. 2003]. Other important
applications of equivalence checking include regression verification [Godlin and Strichman 2009,
2013] and semantic differencing [Lahiri et al. 2012, 2013; Person et al. 2008].
While there has been significant progress in the area of equivalence checking, existing tech-
niques cannot be used to verify the equivalence of database-driven programs. To see why verifying
equivalence is important in this context, consider the scenario in which a web application interacts
with a relational database to dynamically render a web page, and suppose that the database schema
needs to be changed either for performance or maintainability reasons. In this case, the developer
will need to migrate the database to the new schema and also re-implement the code that interacts
with the database without changing the observable behavior of the application. While this task
of database refactoring arises very frequently during the life cycle of web applications, it is also
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Fig. 1. Bisimulation invariant between two database-driven applications
known to be quite hard and error-prone [Ambler 2007; Wikimedia 2017], and several textbooks
have been published on this topic [Ambler and Sadalage 2006; Faroult and L’Hermite 2008]. As
pointed out by Faroult and L’Hermite, “database applications are a difficult ground for refactoring”
because “small changes are not always what they appear to be” and “testing the validity of a change
may be difficult” [Faroult and L’Hermite 2008].
Motivated by the prevalence of database-driven applications in the real world and the frequent
need to perform schema migration, this paper proposes a new technique for verifying the equiv-
alence of database-driven applications. Given a pair of programs P , P ′ that interact with two
different databases, we would like to automatically construct a proof that P and P ′ are semantically
equivalent. Unfortunately, the problem of equivalence checking for database-driven applications
introduces several challenges that are not addressed by previous work: First, it is unclear how
to define equivalence in this context, particularly when the two database schemas are different.
Second, database-driven applications typically use declarative query languages, such as SQL, but,
to the best of our knowledge, there are no automated reasoning tools for a rich enough fragment of
SQL that captures realistic use cases.
In this paper, we formalize the equivalence checking problem for database-driven applications and
propose a verification algorithm for proving equivalence. Suppose that we are given two programs
P , P ′ that interact with databases D, D ′. Let us also assume that each program comprises a set of
database transactions (query or update) such that every transaction t in P has a corresponding
transaction t ′ in P ′. Our goal is to prove that P and P ′ yield the same result on a pair of corresponding
queries q, q′ whenever we execute the same sequence of update operations on D and D ′.
To prove equivalence between a pair of database-driven applications, our approach infers a
so-called bisimulation invariant that relates states of the two programs. In this context, program
states correspond to database instances, so the bisimulation invariants relate a pair of database
instances. As shown in Figure 1, our bisimulation invariants are preserved after each database
transaction, and, in addition, they are strong enough to establish that any corresponding pair of
queries must yield the same result.
In the context of software verification, program invariants are typically expressed in some first-
order theory supported by modern SMT solvers. Unfortunately, since the bisimulation invariants
that we require in this context relate a pair of databases, they typically involve non-trivial relational
algebra operators, such as join and selection. To solve this difficulty, we consider the theory of
relational algebra with updates, TRA, and present an SMT-friendly encoding of TRA into the theory
of lists, which is supported by many SMT solvers.
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Once we automate reasoning in relational algebra with updates, a remaining challenge is to
automatically infer suitable bisimulation invariants. In this paper, we use the framework of mono-
mial predicate abstraction to automatically synthesize conjunctive quantifier-free invariants that
relate two database states [Ball et al. 2005; Das et al. 1999; Lahiri and Qadeer 2009]. Specifically,
we identify a family F of predicates that are useful for proving equivalence and generate the
strongest conjunctive bisimulation invariant over this universe. Towards this goal,we define a
strongest post-condition semantics of database transactions and automatically generate verification
conditions whose validity establishes the correctness of a candidate bisimulation invariant.
We have implemented the proposed approach in a tool calledMediator for verifying equivalence
between applications written in our intermediate representation (IR), which abstracts database-
driven applications as a fixed set of queries and updates to the database. To evaluate ourmethodology,
we consider 21 database-driven applications translated into our IR and show thatMediator can
successfully verify equivalence between benchmarks extracted from real-world web applications
with up to hundreds of transactions. We also show thatMediator can handle challenging textbook
examples that illustrate a wide spectrum of structural changes to the database schema. Overall, our
experiments show that the proposed method is useful and practical:Mediator can successfully
verify the desired property for 10 out of 11 real-world benchmarks in under 50 seconds on average.
To summarize, this paper makes the following key contributions:
• We introduce the equivalence and refinement checking problems for database-driven applica-
tions with different schemas and conduct an empirical study that demonstrates the practical
relevance of this problem.
• We present a sound and relatively complete proof methodology for showing equivalence of
database-driven applications.
• We show how to enable automated reasoning over relational algebra with updates (TRA) by
presenting an SMT-friendly encoding of TRA into the theory of lists.
• We define a strongest postcondition semantics of database update operations and show how
to automatically infer suitable simulation invariants for verifying equivalence and refinement.
• We implement our approach in a tool called Mediator and experimentally evaluate it on
21 benchmarks taken from real-world applications and textbook examples. Our evaluation
shows thatMediator can verify the desired property for 20 out of 21 benchmarks.
2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Consider a database-driven Connected Diagnostics Platform (cdx) 1 for notifying patients about the
results of their medical tests and alerting community health workers about (anonymous) positive
test results in their area. This application interacts with a database that stores information about
subscribers, laboratories, institutions and so on. In an earlier version of the application found on
Github, the underlying database contains 16 relations and 125 attributes, but, at some point, the
developers see a need to change the database schema and migrate it to a new format containing 17
relations and 131 attributes. Specifically, the earlier version of the database contains a Subscriber
relation with three attributes, namely sid, which corresponds to the subscriber id, sname, which is
the name of the subscriber, and filter, which is used to filter out irrelevant subscriptions. In the
updated version, the developers decide to refactor this information into two separate relations:
Subscriber(sid, sname, fid_fk) Filter(fid, fname, params)
1https://github.com/instedd/cdx/commit/3006277ce4d1c8b097f1e7243ff205bf657ad3c0
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void createSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
INSERT INTO Subscriber VALUES(id, name, fltr);
void deleteSub(int id)
DELETE FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id;
void updateSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
UPDATE Subscriber SET filter=fltr WHERE sid=id;
UPDATE Subscriber SET sname=name WHERE sid=id;
List<Tuple> getSubName(int id)
SELECT sname FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id;
List<Tuple> getSubFilter(int id)
SELECT filter FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id;
(a) Before Refactoring
void createSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
INSERT INTO Subscriber VALUES(id, name, UUID_x);
INSERT INTO Filter VALUES(UUID_x,
"Filter for " + name + " subscriber", fltr);
void deleteSub(int id)
DELETE FROM Filter WHERE fid IN
(SELECT fid_fk FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id);
DELETE FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id;
void updateSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
UPDATE Filter SET params=fltr WHERE fid IN
(SELECT fid_fk FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id);
UPDATE Subscriber SET sname=name WHERE sid=id;
List<Tuple> getSubName(int id)
SELECT sname FROM Subscriber WHERE sid=id;
List<Tuple> getSubFilter(int id)
SELECT params FROM Filter JOIN Subscriber
ON fid=fid_fk WHERE sid=id;
(b) After Refactoring
Fig. 2. Sample Database Refactoring. UUID_x is a unique fid of Filter relation.
The new database schema now contains an additional Filter relation, and the fid_fk attribute
in Subscriber is now a foreign key referring to the corresponding filter in the Filter relation. 2
After refactoring the database schema in this manner, the developers also re-implement the
relevant parts of the code that interact with this database. In particular, Figure 2 shows the relevant
functionality before and after the database refactoring. Both versions of the code contain three
methods for updating the database, namely createSub, deleteSub, and updateSub, and two
methods (getSubName and getSubFilter) for querying the database. However, the underlying
implementation of these methods has changed due to the migration of the schema to a new format.
Nonetheless, we would like to be able to show that the application returns the same query results
before and after the schema migration. This verification task is non-trivial because the database
transactions in the two implementations are often structurally different and operate over different
relations.
Let us now see how Mediator can be used to verify the equivalence of the two versions of
the cdx application before and after database refactoring. As mentioned in Section 1, our method
infers a bisimulation invariant that relates two versions of the database. In the remainder of this
discussion, let us use primed variables to refer to database relations and attributes in the refactored
database. For instance, Subscriber’ refers to the version of the original Subscriber relation in
the refactored database.
To come up with a suitable bisimulation invariant,Mediator first generates a finite universe
of atomic predicates that could be used to relate the two versions of the database. For example,
one possible predicate is Πsid,sname (Subscriber ) = Πsid ′,sname ′(Subscriber ′), which states that the
sid and sname attributes in relation Subscriber correspond to sid’ and sname’ in Subscriber’,
2The actual refactoring from the Github commit history involves many other changes to the database schema, but we only
consider this single modification to simplify the example.
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Program P := (S, ®TU , ®TQ )
Schema S := R → {a1 : τ1; . . . ;an : τn}
Transaction T := λ ®v . U | λ ®v . Q
Update U := ins(R, {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn}) | del(R,ϕ) | upd(R,ϕ,a,v) | U ;U
Query Q := R | Πψ (Q) | σϕ (Q) | Q Zϕ Q | Q ∪Q | Q −Q
Attribute list ψ := a | ψ ,ψ
Predicate ϕ := p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ
Atomic predicate p := a ⊙ a | a ⊙ v | a ∈ Q
Operator ⊙ := ≤ | < | = | , | > | ≥
τ ∈ {Int , Strinд, . . .} R ∈ Relation
a ∈ Attribute v ∈ Variable ∪ Constant
Fig. 3. Grammar of the language used in our formalization
respectively. Given such predicates, Mediator then tries to find a conjunctive formula that is
provably a valid bisimulation invariant.
As an example, let us consider the following candidate formula Φ in the theory of relational
algebra, which we will describe later in this paper:
Πsid,sname (Subscriber ) = Πsid ′,sname ′(Subscriber ′) ∧
Πsid,sname,f il ter (Subscriber ) = Πsid ′,sname ′,params ′(Subscriber ′ Z Filter ′)
Essentially, this formula states that the sid and sname attributes of the Subscriber relation are
unchanged, and the Subscriber relation in the original database can be obtained by taking the
natural join of Subscriber and Filter relations in the refactored database and then projecting
the relevant attributes.
Using our verification methodology, we can automatically prove that the candidate formula Φ
corresponds to a valid bisimulation invariant. In particular, assuming that Φ holds before each pair
of update operations U ,U ′ from the original and revised implementations, we can show that Φ
still continues to hold after executing U and U ′. In other words, this means that Φ is an inductive
bisimulation invariant. To prove the inductiveness of Φ, we use a strongest postcondition semantics
for database update operations as well an automated theorem prover for the theory of relational
algebra with updates.
After finding an inductive bisimulation invariant Φ, Mediator still needs to ensure that Φ is
strong enough to prove equivalence. For this purpose, it considers every pair of queries Q,Q ′ from
the old and revised versions of the application and tries to prove thatQ andQ ′ yield the same results.
Using the axioms of theory of relational algebra with updates, it can be shown that Φ⇒ Q = Q ′ is
logically valid for both of the queries getSubName and getSubFilter in this application. Hence,
Mediator is able to prove equivalence between these two programs even though they use databases
that operate over different schemas.
3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formalize the syntax and semantics of database-driven applications and precisely
define the equivalence and refinement checking problems in this context.
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3.1 Language Syntax
In the remainder of this paper, we represent a database-driven application P as a tuple (S, ®TU , ®TQ ),
where S is the schema of the underlying database, ®TU is a vector of database update transactions,
and ®TQ is a vector of database queries (see Figure 3). We collectively refer to any update or query
in ®TU ∪ ®TQ as a database transaction and denote the i’th transaction in ®TU (resp. in ®TQ ) as Ui (resp.
Qi ). Let us now take a closer look at the syntax of the language from Figure 3.
Database schema. The database schema S provides a logical view of how the database organizes
its data. In particular, the schema describes all relations (i.e., tables) stored in the database as well
as the typed attributes for each relation. More precisely, we represent the schema S as a mapping
from table names R to their corresponding record types {a1 : τ1; . . . ;an : τn}, which indicates that
attribute ai of table R has type τi . In the rest of the paper, we use the notation dom(S) to denote the
set of tables stored in the database.
Update transactions. An update transaction λ ®v .U ∈ ®TU contains a sequence of database update
operations, including insertion, deletion, and modification. Specifically, the language construct
ins(R, t)models the insertion of tuple t into relation R, where R ∈ dom(S) and tuple t is represented
as a mapping from attributes to symbols (variable or constant). Similarly, the statement del(R,ϕ)
removes all tuples satisfying predicate ϕ from R, and upd(R,ϕ,a,v) assigns valuev to the a attribute
of all tuples satisfying predicate ϕ in R. We assume that each database transaction occurs atomically
(i.e., either all or none of the updates are committed).
Query transactions. In our language, query transactions λ ®v .Q ∈ ®TQ are expressed as relational
algebra expressions involving projection (Π), selection (σ ), join (Z), union (∪), and difference (−)
operators. While our language allows general theta joins of the form R1 Zϕ R2, we abbreviate
natural joins using the notation R1 Z R2.
3.2 Language Semantics
To define the formal semantics of database-driven applications, we first need to define what we
mean by an input to the programs defined in Figure 3. Since we consider a model in which the user
interacts with the application by performing a sequence of updates and queries to the database, we
consider a program input to be an invocation sequence ω of the form:
ω = (i1,σ1); . . . ; (in−1,σn−1); (in ,σn)
where each i j specifies an update transaction λ ®v .Ui j for j ∈ [1,n) and σj is its corresponding
valuation, mapping values of formal parameters ®v to their concrete values. The last element
(in ,σn) in the invocation sequence always corresponds to a query transaction with corresponding
valuation σn .
Example 3.1. Consider the motivating example from Figure 2. This program can be expressed in
our intermediate language as shown in Figure 4. Now, consider the following invocation sequence,
assuming that the five transactions are indexed 1 − 5 from top to bottom:
ω = (1, [id 7→ 100, name 7→ Alice,fltr 7→ Filter1]); (4, [id 7→ 100])
This sequence indicates that the user first invokes the update transaction createSub(100, Alice,
Filter1), followed by the query transaction getSubName(100).
Remark. The reader may wonder why our definition of program input requires all elements in an
invocation sequence to be update transactions, except for the last one which is always a query.
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void createSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
ins(Subscriber, (id, name, fltr))
void deleteSub(int id)
del(Subscriber, sid=id)
void updateSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
upd(Subscriber, sid=id, filter, fltr)
upd(Subscriber, sid=id, sname, name)
List<Tuple> getSubName(int id)
Πsname(σsid=id(Subscriber))
List<Tuple> getSubFilter(int id)
Πfilter(σsid=id(Subscriber))
(a) Before Refactoring
void createSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
ins(Filter', (UUID_x, name, fltr))
ins(Subscriber', (id, name, UUID_x))
void deleteSub(int id)
del(Filter’, fid’ ∈ Πfid_fk′ (σsid′=id(Subscriber′)))
del(Subscriber', sid'=id)
void updateSub(int id, String name, String fltr)
upd(Filter’, fid’ ∈ Πfid_fk′ (σsid′=id(Subscriber′)),
params', fltr)
upd(Subscriber', sid'=id, sname', name)
List<Tuple> getSubName(int id)
Πsname′ (σsid′=id(Subscriber′))
List<Tuple> getSubFilter(int id)
Πparams′ (σsid′=id(Filter′ Z Subscriber′))
(b) After Refactoring
Fig. 4. Database Application in Intermediate Language.
Our motivation here is to simplify the formalization of equivalence. Recall that we consider two
programs to be equivalent if they yield the same answers to their corresponding queries under the
same sequence of updates to the database. Since we can model invocation sequences that contain
multiple queries as two different inputs, it suffices to consider inputs that contain a single query.
Furthermore, we can disregard invocation sequences that do not contain any queries because the
program does not “return" any output on such an input.
Figure 5 defines the denotational semantics for the language presented in Figure 3. We use the
notation JPKω to represent the result of the last query in ω after performing all updates on an
empty database. Since any reachable database state can be modeled using a suitable sequence of
insertions to an empty database, this assumption does not result in a loss of generality.
In our semantics, we model database instances ∆ as a mapping from relation names to a list of
tuples. 3 Similarly, we model tuples as a mapping from attribute names to their corresponding
values. Given a program P , an invocation sequence ω = ω ′; (n,σ ), and a database instance ∆, we
first obtain a new instance ∆′ by running ω ′ on ∆ and then evaluate the query Qn on database
instance ∆′ and valuation σ . Observe that the result of a program is represented as a list of lists
rather than as relations (list of maps). That is, our semantics disregards the names of attributes to
enable meaningful comparison between programs over different schemas.
The semantics for update transactions in Figure 5 are described using the familiar list combinators,
such as append, filter,map, and fold. In particular, JU Kσ ,∆ yields the database instance after executing
update operation U with input σ on database ∆. For example, consider the semantics for ins(R, t):
To obtain the new database instance, we first evaluate t under valuation σ , where the notation t[σ ]
denotes applying substitution σ to term t . The entry for relation R in the new database instance is
obtained by appending the tuple t[σ ] to table ∆(R), which is represented as a list of tuples. Similarly,
del(R,ϕ) filters from list R the set of all tuples that do not satisfy predicate ϕ. Finally, upd(R,ϕ,a,v)
3We model relations as lists rather than bags because many libraries provide database interfaces based on ordered data
structures.
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JPK :: Invocation Sequence ω → Instance ∆→ List
J(S, ®TU , ®TQ )K(n,σ ),∆ = map(JQnKσ ,∆, λx .vals(x))J(S, ®TU , ®TQ )K(n,σ );ω,∆ = J(S, ®TU , ®TQ )Kω,∆′ where ∆′ = JUnKσ ,∆
JU K :: Valuation σ → Instance ∆→ Instance
JU1;U2Kσ ,∆ = JU2Kσ ,∆′ where ∆′ = JU1Kσ ,∆Jins(R, t)Kσ ,∆ = ∆[R ← append(∆(R), t[σ ])]Jdel(R,ϕ)Kσ ,∆ = ∆[R ← filter(∆(R), λx .¬JϕKσ ,∆,x )]Jupd(R,ϕ,a,v)Kσ ,∆ = ∆ [R ← append ( filter(∆(R), λx .¬JϕKσ ,∆,x ),map(filter(∆(R), λx .JϕKσ ,∆,x ), λx .x[a ← v[σ ]])
)]
JQK :: Valuation σ → Instance ∆→ Relation
JRKσ ,∆ = ∆(R)JΠψ (Q)Kσ ,∆ = map(JQKσ ,∆, λx .filter(x , λy.contains(first(y),ψ )))Jσϕ (Q)Kσ ,∆ = filter(JQKσ ,∆, λx .JϕKσ ,∆,x )JQ1 ×Q2Kσ ,∆ = foldl(λys .λy.append(ys,map(JQ2Kσ ,∆, λz.merge(y, z))), [ ], JQ1Kσ ,∆)JQ1 Zϕ Q2Kσ ,∆ = Jσϕ (Q1 ×Q2)Kσ ,∆JQ1 ∪Q2Kσ ,∆ = append(JQ1Kσ ,∆, JQ2Kσ ,∆)JQ1 −Q2Kσ ,∆ = foldl (λys .λy.delete(y,ys), JQ1Kσ ,∆, JQ2Kσ ,∆)
JϕK :: Valuation σ → Instance ∆→ Tuple x → Predicate
Ja1 ⊙ a2Kσ ,∆,x = lookup(x ,a1) ⊙ lookup(x ,a2)Ja ⊙ vKσ ,∆,x = lookup(x ,a) ⊙ v[σ ]Ja ∈ QKσ ,∆,x = contains(lookup(x ,a), map(JQKσ ,∆, λy.head(vals(y)))Jϕ1 ∧ ϕ2Kσ ,∆,x = Jϕ1Kσ ,∆,x ∧ Jϕ2Kσ ,∆,xJϕ1 ∨ ϕ2Kσ ,∆,x = Jϕ1Kσ ,∆,x ∨ Jϕ2Kσ ,∆,xJ¬ϕKσ ,∆,x = ¬JϕKσ ,∆,x
Fig. 5. Denotational semantics of database-driven applications. Our semantics are defined in terms of the
standard list combinatorsmap, append, filter, foldl, and contains. Given a map x , we write vals(x) to denote the
list of values stored in the map, and we think of a map as a list of (key, value) pairs. The function delete(y,ys)
removes the first occurence of y in list ys . Given two maps y, z with disjoint keys, merge(y, z) generates a new
map that contains all key-value pairs in y and z.
first obtains a new relation R1 that contains all tuples in R that do not satisfy ϕ. It then also filters
out all tuples of R that satisfy predicate ϕ, and updates the a attribute of each such tuple to a new
value v[σ ]. The new entry for R is then obtained by concatenating these two lists.
Let us now turn our attention to the semantics of query transactions (third part of Figure 5). The
semantics are defined inductively, with the first rule for R being the base case. Since R corresponds
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to the name of a database table, we obtain the query result by simply looking up R in ∆. As another
example, consider the semantics of the selection (σ ) operator. Given a query of the form σϕ (Q), we
first recursively evaluate Q and obtain the query resultT = JQKσ ,∆. We then evaluate the predicate
ϕ under σ and obtain a symbolic predicate p = JϕKσ ,∆,x . In particular, predicate p is symbolic in the
sense that it refers to a variable x , which ranges over tuples in T . We obtain the final query result
by filtering out those rows of T that do not satisfy predicate λx .p.
The final part of Figure 5 describes predicate semantics inductively. For instance, consider a
predicate of the form a ⊙ v , where a is an attribute, ⊙ is a (logical) binary operator, and v is a
symbol (variable or constant). Since the predicate takes as input a tuple x , we evaluate attribute a by
looking up a in x , which is represented as a mapping from attributes to values. Thus, the evaluation
of the predicate is given by lookup(x ,a) ⊙ v[σ ], where the notation v[σ ] applies substitution σ to
symbol v .
3.3 Equivalence and Refinement
Having defined the semantics of database-driven applications, we are now ready to precisely state
the notion of semantic equivalence in this context:
Definition 3.2. (Program equivalence) A database-driven program P ′ is said to be semantically
equivalent to another program P , denoted P ′ ≃ P , if and only if executing ω on P ′ yields the same
result as executing ω on P for any invocation sequence ω, i.e.,
P ′ ≃ P ≜ ∀ω . JP ′Kω = JPKω
In the above definition, we assume that P and P ′ have the same number of query and update
transactions. 4 If this condition does not hold, we can immediately conclude that P and P ′ are
not equivalent because some inputs that are valid for P are not valid for P ′ or vice versa. We also
assume that P and P ′ have transactions that are supposed to be functionally equivalent at the same
index; otherwise, the transactions can be syntactically re-arranged. Under these assumptions, our
definition effectively states that programs P and P ′ are equivalent whenever their corresponding
queries yield the same result under the same sequence of update transactions to the database.
While there are many real-world scenarios in which we would like to prove equivalence, there
are also some cases where one application refines the other. For instance, consider a situation in
which a web application developer changes the database schema for performance reasons, but also
decides to add some new piece of information to the underlying database such that query results
also include this new information. In this scenario, the updated version of the application will not
be semantically equivalent to its prior version, but we would still like to verify that adding new
features does not break existing functionality. Towards this goal, we also formally define what it
means for a database-driven program P ′ to refine another program P .
Definition 3.3. (Valuation refinement) Consider two valuations σ and σ ′. We say that σ ′ is a
refinement of σ , denoted σ ′ ⪯ σ , if and only if σ ′ maps the variables that occur in σ to the same
values as in σ . In other words,
σ ′ ⪯ σ ≜ ∀x ∈ dom(σ ), σ ′(x) = σ (x)
Definition 3.4. (Input refinement) Given invocation sequences ω = (i1,σ1)(i2,σ2) . . . (in ,σn)
and ω ′ = (i ′1,σ ′1)(i ′2,σ ′2) . . . (i ′n ,σ ′n), we say that ω ′ refines ω, denoted ω ′ ⪯ ω, if and only if ω ′ has
4Note that this assumption is not a fundamental limitation. If the number of transactions in P and P ′ are different, we can
either allow users to specify the correspondence between transactions in P and P ′, or alternatively, we can enumerate all
possible correspondences and see if we can prove equivalence under some (possibly one-to-many or many-to-one) mapping
between transactions in P and P ′.
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the same index sequence as ω and the valuations in ω ′ refine the corresponding valuations in ω.
That is,
ω ′ ⪯ ω ≜ ∀k ∈ [1,n]. ik = i ′k ∧ σ ′k ⪯ σk
Using these definitions, we can now also state what it means for an application to refine another
one:
Definition 3.5. (Program refinement) Program P ′ is said to refine another program P , denoted
P ′ ⪯ P , if and only if, for any invocation sequences ω ′,ω satisfying ω ′ ⪯ ω, executing ω on P yields
a relation that is a projection of executing ω ′ on P ′, i.e.,
P ′ ⪯ P ≜ ∀ω,ω ′. ω ′ ⪯ ω → ∃L. JΠL(P ′)Kω′ = JPKω
where ΠL((S, ®TU , ®TQ )) = (S, ®TU , ®T ′Q ) such that Q ′i = ΠL(Qi ) for all Qi in ®TQ .
As in Definition 3.2, we require that ω ′ and ω are valid inputs for P ′ and P respectively. However,
unlike in Definition 3.2, we do not assume that P ′ contains the same number of update and query
transactions in P . Our definition simply disregards the new transactions that are added by P ′ and
only considers invocation sequences that are valid for both. Thus, intuitively, if an application P ′
refines P , the query results of P can be obtained by applying a projection to the corresponding
query results in P ′.
4 PROOF METHODOLOGY
Having defined the semantic equivalence and refinement properties for database-driven applications,
let us now turn our attention to the proof methodology for showing these properties.
4.1 Proving Equivalence
A standard methodology for proving equivalence between any two systems A,B is to find a
bisimulation relation that relates states in A with those in B [Cleaveland and Hennessy 1993]. In
our case, these systems are database-driven applications, and the states that we need to relate are
database instances. Our approach does not directly infer an explicit mapping between database
instances, but instead finds a bisimulation invariant that (a) is satisfied by pairs of database instances
from the two systems, and (b) is strong enough to prove equivalence.
In this paper, we prove that a bisimulation invariant Φ is valid by showing that it is inductive.
That is, Φ must hold initially, and assuming that it holds for a pair of databases ∆,∆′, it must
continue to hold after executing any pair of corresponding update operations λ®x .U and λ®y.U ′.
Definition 4.1. (Inductive bisimulation invariant) Consider programs P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and
P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ) and suppose that P , P ′ contain a disjoint set of variables (which can be enforced
using α-renaming if necessary). A bisimulation invariant Φ is said to be inductive with respect to
programs P and P ′ if (a) Φ is satisfied by a pair of empty databases, and (b) the following Hoare
triple is valid for all λ®x .Ui ∈ ®TU and λ®y.U ′i ∈ ®T ′U :
{Φ ∧ ®x = ®y} Ui | | U ′i {Φ}
In the above definition, the notation U | |U ′ denotes the parallel execution of updates λ®x .U and
λ®y.U ′. However, since programs P , P ′ contain a disjoint set of variables, U | |U ′ is semantically
equivalent to the sequential composition U ;U ′. Thus, to prove inductiveness, we need to show the
validity of the Hoare triple
{Φ ∧ ®x = ®y} Ui ; U ′i {Φ}
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for every pair of updates λ®x .Ui and λ®y.U ′i in P and P ′. Also, observe that Φ must hold for a pair of
empty databases in the base case because we assume that the databases are initially empty (recall
Section 3). 5
While there are many possible inductive bisimulation invariants (including true, for example), we
need a bisimulation invariant that is strong enough to prove equivalence. According to Definition 3.2,
two programs are equivalent if they yield the same result for every pair of corresponding queries
λ®x .Q and λ®y.Q ′ given the same input. Thus, we can define what it means for a bisimulation invariant
to be sufficient in the following way:
Definition 4.2. (Sufficiency) A formula Φ is said to be sufficient with respect to programs P =
(S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ) if, for all λ®x .Qi ∈ ®TQ and λ®y.Q ′i ∈ ®T ′Q , we have:
(Φ ∧ ®x = ®y) |= Qi = Q ′i
Our general proof methodology for proving equivalence is to find a sufficient, inductive bisimula-
tion invariant between the given pair of programs. If we can find such an invariant Φ, we know
that Φ holds after executing any invocation sequence ω on P , P ′, so Φ must also hold before issuing
any database query. Furthermore, since Φ is a sufficient bisimulation invariant, it implies that any
pair of queries yield the same result. Thus, the existence of such a bisimulation invariant Φ implies
that P , P ′ are semantically equivalent.
Theorem 4.3. (Soundness)Given database applications P , P ′, the existence of a sufficient, inductive
bisimulation invariant Φ implies P ≃ P ′.
Proof. We show that JPKω = JP ′Kω by performing induction on the length of the invocation
sequenceω. However, we consider the following strengthened inductive hypothesis: “IfΦ is satisfied
by database instances ∆,∆′, then we have JPKω,∆ = JP ′Kω,∆′”. Since JPKω is the same as JPKω, ∅, and
Φ is satisfied by a pair of empty databases according to Definition 4.1, this implies JPKω = JP ′Kω .
For the base case, we have ω = (n,σ ). By assumption, ∆ ∪ ∆′ is a model of Φ; thus, Φ holds
initially. Since we evaluate queriesQn andQ ′n on the same valuation σ , we also have ®x = ®y. Because
Φ is a sufficient bisimulation invariant, this implies Qi = Q ′i ; hence we have JPKω,∆ = JP ′Kω,∆′ for
the base case. For the inductive step, suppose the invocation sequence is of the form (n,σ );ω ′,
where ω ′ is non-empty. In this case, we have JPKω,∆ = JPKω′,∆1 and JP ′Kω,∆′ = JP ′Kω′,∆2 where
∆1 = JUnKσ ,∆ and ∆2 = JU ′nKσ ,∆′ . Since we evaluate Un andU ′n on the same valuation σ , and since
∆ ∪ ∆′ is a model of Φ, we have Φ ∧ ®x = ®y. Using Definition 4.1, we therefore know that ∆1 ∪ ∆2 is
also a model of Φ. Thus, the theorem follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis. □
Theorem 4.4. (Relative Completeness) Suppose we have an oracle for proving any valid Hoare
triple and logical entailment. If P ≃ P ′, then there always exists a sufficient, inductive bisimulation
invariant Φ for programs P , P ′.
Proof Sketch. Recall that we have P ≃ P ′ iff JPKω = JP ′Kω for an arbitrary invocation sequence
ω. Because any valid invocation sequence starts with arbitrarily many update transactions, followed
by a single query, we have JPKω = JP ′Kω iff the imperative program shown in Figure 6 is safe.
Essentially, the program in Figure 6 picks a random number of update transactions (together
with a randomly chosen valuation), followed by a single, but arbitrary query transaction (and its
corresponding randomly chosen valuation).
5This assumption is realistic in situations where database migration is performed by calling the new update methods in the
application. Otherwise, the base case needs to establish that Φ holds for the initial databases.
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IsEqivalent(P , P ′) {
assume(P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ));
assume(P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ));
∆ = ∅; ∆′ = ∅;
 S0
while(∗){
i := randInt(1, | ®TU |);
σ := randValuation(Ui );
∆ := Ui (σ ,∆);
∆′ := U ′i (σ ,∆′);
 S1
}
n := randInt(1, | ®TQ |);
σ := randValuation(Qn);
R := Qn(σ ,∆);
R′ := Q ′n(σ ,∆′);
 S2
assert(R = R′);
}
Fig. 6. Program that is safe iff P , P ′ are equivalent.
If the assertion of program in Figure 6 is valid,
the Hoare triple
{true} S0; while(∗)S1; S2 {R = R′}
must be provable (by relative completeness of
Hoare logic, and assuming an oracle for prov-
ing Hoare triples that involve database trans-
actions). Again, using relative completeness of
Hoare logic, this means the following three
Hoare triples must be valid, where I is an in-
ductive invariant of the while loop:
(1) {true} S0 {I }
(2) {I } S1 {I }
(3) {I } S2 {R = R′}
(1) implies that I is satisfied by a pair of
empty databases, since S0 just initializes ∆
and ∆′ to be empty. (2) implies Hoare triple
{I ∧ ®x = ®y} Ui ;U ′i {I } is valid since the loop
body S1 executes Ui and U ′i on the same val-
uation and ®x , ®y refer to the parameters of
Ui ,U
′
i , respectively. (3) implies Hoare triple
{I ∧ ®x = ®y} Qi ;Q ′i {R = R′} is valid since we again execute Qi ,Q ′i on the same valuation. Thus, we
have I ∧ ®x = ®y |= Qi = Q ′i because R,R′ are the return values of Qi ,Q ′i . Therefore, we have shown
that I is a sufficient, inductive bisimulation invariant of P and P ′. □
4.2 Proving Refinement
Since our notion of refinement is a generalization of equivalence (recall Definition 3.5), our proof
methodology for showing program refinement closely follows that for verifying equivalence. In
particular, rather than finding a one-to-one mapping between database states as in the case of
equivalence, it suffices to find a one-to-many mapping for showing refinement. Hence, our proof
methodology relies on finding a simulation invariant rather than a stronger bisimulation invariant:
Definition 4.5. (Inductive simulation invariant) Consider programs P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and P ′ =
(S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ) and suppose that P , P ′ contain a disjoint set of variables. A simulation invariant Φ is said
to be inductive with respect to programs P and P ′ if (a) Φ is satisfied by a pair of empty databases,
and (b) the following Hoare triple is valid for all λ®x .Ui ∈ ®TU and λ®y.U ′i ∈ ®T ′U where i ∈ [1, | ®TU |]:{
Φ ∧
∧
x j ∈ ®x
x j = yj
}
Ui ; U ′i
{
Φ
}
Recall from Definition 3.5 that we allow the second program P ′ to contain more transactions than
P , but the notion of refinement only talks about invocation sequences that use shared transactions
from P and P ′. Therefore, in Definition 4.5, we only require Φ to be preserved by pairs of update
transactions that are both present in P and P ′. Furthermore, since transactions in P ′ can take
additional arguments not present in their counterparts in P , our precondition states that the
arguments are pairwise equal for only the “shared” variables.
As in the equivalence scenario, finding an inductive simulation invariant Φ between P and P ′
is not sufficient for proving that P ′ refines P , as Φ may not be strong enough to show refinement.
Hence, we also need to define what it means for an inductive simulation invariant to be sufficient
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Formula F := true | false | t = t | F ∧ F | F ∨ F | ¬F | F → F | ∃x .F | ∀x .F
Term t := x | T | Πa1, ...,an (t) | σϕ (t) | t × t | t ∪ t | t − t | t ⟨ai ◁ v⟩
Predicate ϕ := ai ⊙ aj | ai ⊙ v | ai ∈ t | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ
BinOp ⊙ := ≤ | < | = | , | > | ≥
T ∈ Table ai ∈ Attribute
v ∈ Constant ∪ Variable x ∈ Variable
Fig. 7. Formula in Theory of Relational Algebra with Updates. The notation ai represents the i’th attribute in
a relation.
for showing refinement. However, since the notion of refinement is weaker than equivalence, we
also weaken our corresponding notion of sufficiency as follows:
Definition 4.6. (Projective sufficiency) A formula Φ is said to be projectively sufficient with
respect to programs P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ) if for all λ®x .Qi ∈ ®TQ and λ®y.Q ′i ∈ ®T ′Q
where i ∈ [1, | ®TQ |], we have: (
Φ ∧
∧
x j ∈ ®x
x j = yj
)
|= ∃L. Qi = ΠL(Q ′i )
Observe that the notion of projective sufficiency is weaker than Definition 4.2, as we do not
require Qi and Q ′i to yield exactly the same relation and allow the result of Q ′i to contain attributes
not present in the result of Qi . Our general proof methodology for proving refinement then relies
on finding a simulation invariant that is both inductive and projectively sufficient.
Theorem 4.7. (Soundness) Given database applications P , P ′, the existence of a projectively suffi-
cient and inductive simulation invariant Φ implies P ′ ⪯ P .
Theorem 4.8. (Relative Completeness) Suppose we have an oracle for proving any valid Hoare
triple and logical entailment. If P ′ ⪯ P , then there always exists a projectively sufficient and inductive
simulation invariant Φ for programs P , P ′.
The proofs of these theorems are very similar to those of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 for equivalence.
5 SMT ENCODING OF RELATIONAL ALGEBRAWITH UPDATES
In the previous section, we defined what it means for simulation and bisimulation invariants to be
inductive, but we have not fixed a logical theory over which we express these invariants. In this
section, we discuss the theory of relational algebra with updates, TRA, and show how to enable
reasoning in TRA using existing SMT solvers.
Figure 7 gives the syntax of the theory of relational algebra with updates, TRA, which we use to
express simulation and bisimulation invariants . Atomic formulas in TRA are of the form t = t where
t is a term representing a relation. Basic terms include variables x and concrete tables T , and more
complex terms can be formed using the relational algebra operators Π (projection), σ (selection), ×
(Cartesian product), ∪ (union), and − (difference). In addition to these standard relational algebra
operators, TRA also includes an update operator, denoted as t ⟨ai ◁ v⟩, which represents the new
relation after changing the i’th attribute of all tuples in t to v . Observe that the theta join operator
Zϕ is expressible in this logic as σϕ (t1 × t2). We also write t1 Z t2 as syntactic sugar for σϕ (t1 × t2)
where ϕ is a predicate stating that the shared attributes of t1 and t2 are equal.
Since we view tables as lists of tuples, we axiomatize TRA using the theory of lists [Barrett et al.
2010]. Our axiomatization is presented in Figure 8 in the form of inference rules, where we view
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get get(i, l)
l = h :: t i = 0
get(i, l) = h
l = h :: t i , 0
get(i, l) = get(i − 1, t)
projection Πl (t)
t = [ ]
Πl (t) = [ ]
t = h :: t1
Πl (t) = Π′l (h) :: Πl (t1)
l = [ ]
Π′l (h) = [ ]
l = ai :: l1
Π′l (h) = get(i,h) :: Π′l1 (h)
union t1 ∪ t2
t1 = [ ]
t1 ∪ t2 = t2
t1 = h :: t
t1 ∪ t2 = h :: (t ∪ t2)
minus t1 − t2
t2 = [ ]
t1 − t2 = t1
t2 = h2 :: t
t1 − t2 = (t1 −′ h2) − t
t1 = [ ]
t1 −′ h2 = [ ]
t1 = h1 :: t3 h1 = h2
t1 −′ h2 = t3
t1 = h1 :: t3 h1 , h2
t1 −′ h2 = h1 :: (t3 −′ h2)
selection σϕ (t)
t = [ ]
σϕ (t) = [ ]
ϕ(h) t = h :: t1
σϕ (t) = h :: σϕ (t1)
¬ϕ(h) t = h :: t1
σϕ (t) = σϕ (t1)
Cartesian product t1 × t2
t1 = [ ]
t1 × t2 = [ ]
t1 = h1 :: t
t1 × t2 = (h1 ×′ t2) ∪ (t × t2)
t2 = [ ]
h1 ×′ t2 = [ ]
t2 = h2 :: t3
h1 ×′ t2 = cat(h1,h2) :: h1 ×′ t3
h1 = [ ]
cat(h1,h2) = h2
h1 = c :: h
cat(h1,h2) = c :: cat(h,h2)
update t ⟨ai ◁ v⟩
t = [ ]
t ⟨ai ◁ v⟩ = [ ]
t = h :: t1
t ⟨ai ◁ v⟩ = upd(h, i,v) :: t1⟨ai ◁ v⟩
h = [ ]
upd(h, i,v) = [ ]
h = c :: h1 i = 0
upd(h, i,v) = v :: h1
h = c :: h1 i , 0
upd(h, i,v) = c :: upd(h1, i − 1,v)
Fig. 8. Axioms in Theory of Relation Algebra with Updates. [ ] represents an empty list nil. The binary
operator :: denotes the list constructor cons. ×′ and cat are auxiliary functions for axiomatizing Cartesian
product. Π′, −′, and upd are auxiliary functions for axiomatizing projection, minus, and update, respectively.
(ai ⊙ aj )(h) = get(i,h) ⊙ get(j,h)
(ai ⊙ v)(h) = get(i,h) ⊙ v
(ai ∈ t)(h) = ∃j . get(0, get(j, t)) = get(i,h)
(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)(h) = ϕ1(h) ∧ ϕ2(h)
(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)(h) = ϕ1(h) ∨ ϕ2(h)
(¬ϕ)(h) = ¬ϕ(h)
Fig. 9. Auxilary functions for selection axiom schema ϕ(h)
tuples as lists of values and relations as lists of tuples. An attribute ai of a tuple is simply an index
into the list representing that tuple. For example, consider the axioms for projection Πl (t), which
projects term t given attribute list l . We first define an auxiliary function Π′l (h) that projects a
single tuple h given l . In particular, if the attribute list l is empty, then Π′l (h) yields [ ]. Otherwise, if
l consists of head ai and tail l1, Π′l (h) composes the i’th value of h (i.e., get(i,h)) and the projection
of tail Π′l1 (h). Similarly, Πl (t) is also recursively defined. If t = [ ], then Πl (t) = [ ]. Otherwise if
t = h :: t1, then Πl (t) composes the projection Π′l (h) of head h and the projection Πl (t1) of tail t1.
Also, please observe that the inference rules for selection in Figure 8 actually correspond to axiom
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schemata rather than axioms: Because the selection operator is parameterized over a predicate ϕ,
this schema needs to be instantiated for each predicate that occurs in the formula.
Example 5.1. Consider the formula σa1≥2(x) = σa2>1(y) in the theory of relational algebra with
updates. We generate the following axioms using the axiom schemata for selection:
(1a) ∀x . (x = [ ]) → σa1≥2(x) = [ ]
(1b) ∀x ,h, t .
(
x = h :: t →
( (get(1,h) ≥ 2 → σa1≥2(x) = h :: σa1≥2(t))∧
(¬(get(1,h) ≥ 2) → σa1≥2(x) = σa1≥2(t))
))
(2a) ∀y. (y = [ ]) → σa2>1(y) = [ ]
(2b) ∀y,h, t .
(
y = h :: t →
( (get(2,h) > 1 → σa2>1(y) = h :: σa2>1(t))∧
(¬(get(2,h) > 1) → σa2>1(y) = σa2>1(t))
))
Remark. Since the problem of checking equivalence between a pair of relational algebra expressions
is known to be undecidable [Trakhtenbrot 1950], our theory of relational algebra with updates is
also undecidable. However, with the aid of some optimizations that we discuss in Section 7, we are
able to determine the validity of most TRA formulas that we encounter in practice.
6 AUTOMATED VERIFICATION
So far, we have explained our general proof methodology and introduced a first-order theory in
which we will express our bisimulation invariants. However, we have not yet explained how to
automatically prove equivalence between programs. In this section, we discuss our strategy for
proof automation. Specifically, we first discuss how to automatically prove equivalence assuming
that an oracle provides bisimulation invariants (Section 6.1), and then explain how we infer them
automatically (Section 6.2). Because the automation of refinement checking is very similar, this
section only addresses equivalence.
6.1 Automation for Bisimulation Invariant Inductiveness
Consider two database-driven programs P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q ), and suppose that
an oracle provides a bisimulation invariant Φ between P and P ′. Based on the proof methodology
we outlined in Section 4, we can prove that P , P ′ are equivalent by showing that Φ satisfies the
following conditions for any pair of updates λ®x .Ui , λ®y.U ′i and any pair of queries λ®x .Qi , λ®y.Q ′i :
(1) Φ ∧ ®x = ®y |= Qi = Q ′i (Sufficiency)
(2) {Φ ∧ ®x = ®y} Ui ;U ′i {Φ} (Inductiveness)
The first condition (sufficiency) is easy to prove since we have already defined a logical theory
that allows us to write terms of the form Qi = Q ′i . The only small technical hiccup is that TRA uses
the syntax ai to denote the i’th attribute in a relation, whereas attributes in the queries Qi ,Q ′i are
names of attributes. To solve this difficulty, we assume a function ς which replaces attribute names
s in constructs from Figure 3 with ai , where i is the index of s . Thus, we can check whether formula
Φ satisfies condition (1) by querying whether the following formula is valid modulo TRA:
(Φ ∧ ®x = ®y) → ς(Qi ) = ς(Q ′i )
However, to prove the second condition (i.e., inductiveness), we need a way to prove Hoare
triples for update statementsU from Figure 3. Towards this goal, we define a strongest post-condition
semantics for update statements. Given a formula Φ over TRA and an update statementU , Figure 10
describes the computation of sp(Φ,U ), which represents the strongest post-condition of Φ with
respect to statementU .
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sp(Φ, ins(R, {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn})) = ∃x . (R = x ∪ [r ]) ∧ Φ[x/R] where r = [v1, . . . ,vn]
sp(Φ, del(R,ϕ)) = ∃x . (R = σς (¬ϕ)(x)) ∧ Φ[x/R]
sp(Φ, upd(R,ϕ,a,v)) = ∃x . (R = σς (¬ϕ)(x) ∪ σς (ϕ)(x)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩) ∧ Φ[x/R]
sp(Φ,U1;U2) = sp(sp(Φ,U1),U2)
Fig. 10. Strongest Postcondition for Update Transactions
To compute the strongest postcondition of Φ with respect to ins(R, {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn}), we
think of the insertion as the assignment R := append(R, [r ]) where r is the tuple (list) [v1, . . . ,vn].
Since the union operator ∪ in TRA corresponds to list concatenation, the new value of R after the
assignment is given by x ∪ [r ], where the existentially quantified variable x represents the old value
of R.
To understand the strongest postcondition semantics of deletion, recall that del(R,ϕ) removes
all rows in R that satisfy ϕ. Hence, we can model this statement using the assignment R := σ¬ϕ (R).
Thus, when we compute the strongest postcondition of ϕ with respect to del(R,ϕ), the new value
of R is given by σς (¬ϕ)(x) where the existentially quantified variable x again represents the old
value of R and ς(ϕ) replaces attribute names in ϕ with their corresponding indices.
Finally, let us consider the strongest postcondition for update statements of the form upd(R,ϕ,a,v).
Recall that this statement assigns value v to the a attribute of all tuples in R that satisfy ϕ. Specifi-
cally, according to the denotational semantics from Figure 5, we can model upd(R,ϕ,a,v) using the
assignment statement:
R := (σ¬ϕ (R)) ∪ (σϕ (R))⟨a ◁ v⟩
Hence, we obtain the strongest postcondition of Φ with respect to upd(R,ϕ,a,v) by computing
the strongest postcondition of the above assignment, where the right-hand side is a term in TRA
(modulo changing attribute names to indices).
Definition 6.1. (Agreement) Consider database instance ∆ and valuation σ , and let ς(∆) denote
the representation of ∆ where each tuple {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn} is represented as the list [v1, . . . ,vn].
We say that (∆,σ ) agrees with TRA-formula Φ, written (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ, iff ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= Φ.
Theorem 6.2. (Soundness of sp) Suppose that JU Kσ ,∆ = ∆′, and let Φ be a TRA formula. If
(∆,σ ) ∼ Φ, then we also have (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ).
Proof. See Appendix A. □
Now that we have defined a strongest post-condition semantics for update statements in our
language, it is easy to check the correctness of the Hoare triple {Φ ∧ ®x = ®y} Ui ;U ′i {Φ} by simply
querying the validity of the following formula modulo TRA:
sp(Φ ∧ ®x = ®y,Ui ;U ′i ) → Φ
6.2 Bisimulation Invariant Synthesis
So far, we have discussed how to automate the proof thatΦ is an inductive and sufficient bisimulation
invariant. However, since we do not want users to manually provide such bisimulation invariants,
our verification algorithm automatically infers them using monomial predicate abstraction [Ball
et al. 2005; Das et al. 1999; Lahiri and Qadeer 2009].
Our technique for inferring suitable bisimulation invariants is shown in Algorithm 1. Given
two programs P , P ′ with corresponding schemas S, S ′, the Verify procedure first generates the
universe of all predicates that may be used in the bisimulation invariant (line 4). We generate all
such predicates by instantiating the following database of predefined templates:
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Algorithm 1 Verification Algorithm for Database Application Equivalence
1: procedure Verify(P , P ′)
2: Input: program P = (S, ®TU , ®TQ ) and P ′ = (S ′, ®T ′U , ®T ′Q )
3: Output: Bisimulation invariant Φ establishing equivalence or ⊥ to indicate failure
4: P := GetAllPredicates(S , S ′)
5: Φ :=
∧
φ ∈P φ
6: while CheckSufficiency(Φ, ®TQ , ®T ′Q ) do
7: ind := true
8: for each φ ∈ P do
9: if ¬CheckInductiveness(Φ, ®TU , ®T ′U , φ) then
10: ind := false; P := P \ {φ}; Φ :=∧φ ∈P φ;
11: break
12: if ind then return Φ;
13: return ⊥;
14: procedure CheckSufficiency(Φ, ®TQ , ®T ′Q )
15: for each λ®x .Qi ∈ ®TQ and λ®y.Q ′i ∈ ®T ′Q do
16: if TRA ̸ |= (Φ ∧ ®x = ®y → ς(Qi ) = ς(Q ′i )) then return false;
17: return true;
18: procedure CheckInductiveness(Φ, ®TU , ®T ′U , φ)
19: for each λ®x .Ui ∈ ®TU and λ®y.U ′i ∈ ®T ′U do
20: if TRA ̸ |= (sp(Φ ∧ ®x = ®y, Ui ;U ′i ) → φ) then return false;
21: return true;
(1) ΠL( R ) = ΠL′( R′ )
(2) ΠL( R1 Z R2 ) = ΠL′( R′1 )
(3) ΠL( R ) = ΠL′( R′1 Z R′2 )
(4) ΠL( R1 Z R2 ) = ΠL′( R′1 Z R′2 )
In these templates, L and R represent an attribute list and a relation under schema S , while L′
and R′ represent the attribute list and relation under schema S ′. Please note that we only consider
templates with at most one join operator on each side. Any predicate containing a longer join chain
can be decomposed into several predicates of these forms.
Once we generate the universe P of all predicates that may be used in the invariant, we perform
a fixed point computation in which we iteratively weaken the candidate bisimulation invariant.
Initially, the candidate bisimulation invariant Φ starts out as the conjunction of all predicates in our
universe. During the fixed point computation (lines 6–12 in Algorithm 1), the candidate invariant
Φ is always stronger than the actual bisimulation invariant. Hence, if we get to a point where Φ is
not strong enough to show equivalence, we conclude that the program cannot be verified using
conjunctive formulas over our templates (line 13). On the other hand, assuming that Φ is strong
enough to prove equivalence, we then proceed to check whether Φ is inductive (lines 7–12). If it is,
the strongest postcondition of Φ ∧ ®x = ®y must logically imply φ for every predicate φ used in Φ.
If some predicate φ is not preserved by a pair of updates (i.e., call to CheckInductiveness returns
false), we then remove φ from both Φ and our universe of predicates P. We continue this process
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1. A ∪ [ ] = A (∪ nil)
2. A Z [ ] = [ ] (Z nil)
3. A −A = [ ] (− nil)
4. ΠL(A ∪ B) = ΠL(A) ∪ ΠL(B) (Π ∪ distributivity)
5. σϕ (A ∪ B) = σϕ (A) ∪ σϕ (B) (σ ∪ distributivity)
6. (A ∪ B) Z C = (A Z C) ∪ (B Z C) (Z ∪ distributivity)
7. σϕ (A) Z B = σϕ (A Z B) (σ Z associativity1)
8. A Z σϕ (B) = σϕ (A Z B) (σ Z associativity2)
9. σϕ (σϕ (A)) = σϕ (A) (σ idempotence)
10. (ΠL(A) = ΠL′(B) ∧ ϕ ↔ ϕ ′[L/L′]) → ΠL(σϕ (A)) = ΠL′(σϕ′(B)) (Πσ introduction)
11. ΠL(A) = ΠL′(B) → ΠL(A⟨Li ◁ v⟩) = ΠL′(B⟨L′i ◁ v⟩) (Π⟨ ◁ ⟩ introduction)
Fig. 11. List of additional (redundant) axioms used for proving validity.
of weakening the invariant until it becomes an inductive bisimulation invariant, or we prove that
no such invariant exists over our universe of predicates.
7 IMPLEMENTATION
Wehave implemented the proposed verification technique in a new tool calledMediator, which con-
sists of approximately 10,500 lines of Java code in total.Mediator utilizes the Z3 SMT solver [deMoura
and Bjørner 2008] to automate reasoning over the theory of relational algebra with updates. In
particular, we decide the validity of a TRA formula ϕ by asking Z3 whether the TRA axioms logically
imply ϕ. All queries to the solver are configured to have a time budget of 2 seconds, and we assume
that the answer to any query exceeding the time budget is “invalid”. In the remainder of this section,
we describe several important optimizations that we have found necessary for making Mediator
practical.
Redundant axioms. During the development of Mediator, we have found that many validity
queries cannot be resolved due to Z3’s limited capabilities for performing inductive reasoning. In
particular, some of the TRA theorems needed for proving equivalence require performing structural
induction over lists; but Z3 times out in most of these cases. In our implementation, we address
this issue by providing a redundant set of additional axioms, which are logically implied by the
TRA axioms. Figure 11 shows a representative subset of the additional theorems that we use when
issuing validity queries to Z3. Because these axioms alleviate the need for performing induction,
many queries that would otherwise time out can now be successfully proven using Z3. We would
like to emphasize that we came up with these redundant axioms during tool development and did
not have to add any additional axioms while evaluating Mediator on real-world examples in our
experiments.
Conjunctive queries. While the full theory of relational algebra with updates is undecidable,
we have identified a class of formulas for which we can come up with an optimization to check
validity. Let us call a query conjunctive if it uses only projection, selection, and equi-join and all
predicates are conjunctions of equalities. As pointed out in prior work, two conjunctive queries
are equivalent under bag semantics if (and only if) they are syntactically isomorphic [Cohen et al.
1999; Green 2009]. Inspired by their work, we optimize the validity checking of formulas of the
form Φ→ Qi = Q ′i , which arise when checking sufficiency of a candidate bisimulation invariant
Φ. If Qi ,Q ′i are conjunctive queries, we can use the schema mapping induced by Φ to rewrite the
query Qi to another query Q ′′i such that Q ′i ,Q ′′i refer to the same schema elements. If they are
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syntactically the same modulo reordering of equalities, we can conclude the original formula is
valid; otherwise, we check its TRA-validity using an SMT solver.
Invariant synthesis. Recall from Algorithm 1 that our verification procedure looks for conjunctive
invariants over a universe of predicates P. While these predicates are constructed from a small set
of pre-defined templates, the number of possible instantiations of these templates grows quickly
in the number of attributes and relations in the database schema. To prevent a blow-up in the
size of the universe P, we use the implementation of insertion transactions to rule out infeasible
predicates. For example, we only generate a predicate Π[a1,a2, ...,an ](A) = Π[b1,b2, ...,bn ](B) if there
are two corresponding insertion transactionsU ,U ′ such thatU inserts its argument xi to attribute
ai of relation A, whereasU ′ inserts xi into attribute bi of relation B. Similarly, we only generate
a predicate of the form Π[a1,a2, ...,an ](A) = Π[b1,b2, ...,bn ](B Z C) if B and C can be joined and there
are two corresponding transactions U ,U ′ such that U inserts its argument xi to attribute ai of
relation A, whereas U ′ inserts the same argument into attribute bi of relation B or C . We have
found these heuristics work quite well in that they do not lead to a loss of completeness in practice
but significantly reduce the number of predicates considered by the invariant synthesis algorithm.
Proving refinement. Recall that proving refinement requires showing that the inferred simulation
invariant Φ is projectively sufficient, i.e.,(
Φ ∧
∧
x j ∈ ®x
x j = yj
)
|= ∃L. Qi = ΠL(Q ′i )
In our implementation, we determine the TRA-validity of this formula by instantiating the exis-
tentially quantified variables L with attributes in the database schema and check validity for each
possible instantiation. In particular, suppose that Qi ,Q ′i can contain attributes A,A′ respectively.
Each instantiation of L essentially corresponds to a mappingM such thatM(A) ⊆ A′. Our imple-
mentation rank-orders candidate mappings based on similarity metrics between attribute names
and tries more likely instantiations first.
8 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the ideas proposed in this paper by performing two experiments. The
goal of our first experiment is to investigate the practical relevance of the class of equivalence
checking problems that we address in this paper. In our second experiment, we evaluate the
practicality and usefulness of the Mediator tool by using it to verify equivalence/refinement
between different versions of database-driven web applications.
8.1 Study of Real-World Web Applications
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on proving equivalence between database-
driven applications, so one may wonder whether this problem is important in practice. In other
words, do developers need to re-implement parts of a web application due to changes to the
underlying database schema? While there are many articles and on-line posts that attest to the
frequency and difficulty of this task, we nonetheless perform an empirical study that aims to answer
precisely this question.
In our study, we collect 100 database-driven web applications that (a) are written in Ruby-
on-Rails and (b) have at least 400 commits on Github. We choose to study applications written
in Ruby-on-Rails because the Rails framework provides a convenient way to view changes to
the database schema. Among the applications we have studied, the underlying database schema
had been changed at least once in all 100 applications, with the average application exhibiting
around 28 schema changes over their lifetime. Table 1 categorizes the schema changes that we
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Addition Introduce new relations and/or attributes.
Deletion Remove existing relations and/or attributes.
Type Change the type of attributes in the schema.
Rename Rename existing relations and/or attributes in the schema.
Structure
Change the structure of the schema, including but not limited to moving at-
tributes from one relation to another, splitting a relation into multiple ones,
merging multiple relations into one.
Index Add, delete, or modify indices of the database system.
Constraint Add, delete, or modify constraints of the database system.
Other Bulk schema change of several other categories.
Table 1. Summary of categorization
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Fig. 12. Empirical Study. Percentage of applications that have different categories of database schema changes.
have encountered, and Figure 12 shows the percentage of applications that have undergone schema
change of a certain type (addition, deletion etc.). For example, according to Figure 12, some attributes
or relations were deleted from 62% of these applications at least once in the commit history.
Of course, not all schema change categories listed in Table 1 require significant rewriting of parts
of the application code. For example, 100% of the applications in our dataset exhibit a schema change
induced by the addition of relations or attributes, but such additions typically require only minor
changes to the application code. Therefore, many of the schema change categories listed in Table 1
(e.g., addition, renaming) are not particularly interesting from a verification perspective. However,
one of these categories, namely structure, requires significant rewriting of the application code. In
our definition, structural schema changes include splitting a relation into multiple ones, moving
attributes from one relation to another, merging multiple relations into a single one etc. As shown in
Figure 12, 44% of the applications in our dataset have undergone a structural schema change at least
once during their life time. Therefore, this empirical study demonstrates that structural schema
changes are quite common and that web application developers can benefit from equivalence
checking techniques that can handle non-trivial changes to the database schema.
8.2 Evaluation of Mediator
In the previous subsection, we demonstrated the importance of the problem that we introduce
in this paper; however, we have not yet evaluated the feasibility of our solution. Our goal in this
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ID Source Description
te
xt
bo
ok
be
nc
h
1 Oracle tutorial Merge relations
2 Oracle tutorial Split relations
3 Textbook Split relations
4 Textbook Merge relations
5 Textbook Move attributes
6 Textbook Rename attributes
7 Textbook Introduce associative relations
8 Textbook Replace the surrogate key with natural key
9 Textbook Introduce new attributes
10 Textbook Denormalization
re
al
-w
or
ld
be
nc
h
11 cdx Rename attributes and split relations
12 coachup Split relations
13 2030Club Split relations
14 rails-ecomm Split relations and introduce new attributes
15 royk Introduce and move attributes
16 MathHotSpot Rename relations and move attributes
17 gallery Split relations
18 DeeJBase Rename attributes and split relations
19 visible-closet-1 Split relations
20 visible-closet-2 Move attributes to a polymorphic relation
21 probable-engine Merge relations
Table 2. Benchmark source and description. The textbook refers to [Ambler and Sadalage 2006] and the
Oracle tutorial refers to [Oracle 2005].
section is to evaluate our solution by usingMediator to prove equivalence/refinement between
different versions of 21 database-driven web applications containing over 1000 transactions in total.
Benchmarks. To perform this evaluation, we collect benchmarks from two different sources,
namely challenging refactoring examples from textbooks/tutorials and different versions of web
applications collected from Github. The textbook examples are useful for evaluatingMediator,
as they illustrate challenging database refactoring tasks that require non-trivial changes to the
application code. The remaining half of the benchmarks are real-world web applications taken from
the dataset used in our empirical evaluation. Specifically, we evaluateMediator on two different
versionsA,B of the application such that (a)A,B are consecutive versions in the commit history, (b)
B is obtained from A by performing a structural schema change that requires rewriting parts of the
application code, and (c) B is meant to be equivalent to (or a refinement of) A. Table 2 describes the
source of each benchmark and changes to the database schema between the two versions. Since our
current implementation requires manually translating the web application to our IR representation,
we only used the first 10 real-world applications that meet the afore-mentioned criteria. 6
Results. Table 3 summarizes the results of our evaluation of Mediator on these benchmarks. For
each benchmark, the column labeled Type shows whether we used Mediator to check refinement
(⪯) or equivalence (≃), and Trans shows the number of transactions in each application. The next
6It took us approximately three days of manual effort to translate all of these applications to our IR. We plan to automate
this transformation in future work.
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ID Type Trans Source Schema Target Schema Status Time Iters QueriesRels Attrs Rels Attrs (s)
te
xt
bo
ok
be
nc
h
1 ≃ 4 2 8 1 6 ✓ 2.4 2 10
2 ≃ 19 3 17 7 25 ✓ 11.5 5 188
3 ≃ 10 1 6 2 7 ✓ 2.5 2 32
4 ≃ 10 2 7 1 6 ✓ 0.3 1 16
5 ≃ 7 2 5 2 5 ✓ 34.1 7 147
6 ≃ 5 1 2 1 2 ✓ 0.2 1 5
7 ≃ 8 2 5 3 6 ✓ 3.1 2 61
8 ≃ 10 2 9 2 8 ✓ 0.4 1 18
9 ⪯ 8 2 7 2 8 ✓ 0.3 1 14
10 ≃ 14 3 10 3 13 ✓ 57.7 23 374
re
al
-w
or
ld
be
nc
h
11 ≃ 138 16 125 17 131 ✓ 90.8 13 4840
12 ≃ 45 4 51 5 55 ✓ 23.2 7 489
13 ≃ 125 15 155 16 159 ✓ 42.6 8 2403
14 ⪯ 65 8 69 9 75 ✓ 23.4 7 1059
15 ⪯ 151 19 152 19 155 ✓ 19.1 1 1307
16 ≃ 54 7 38 8 42 ✓ 20.9 6 701
17 ≃ 58 7 52 8 57 ✓ 54.5 13 1512
18 ≃ 70 10 92 11 97 ✓ 28.7 6 1228
19 ≃ 263 26 248 27 252 ✓ 150.6 12 9072
20 ≃ 267 28 262 29 261 × - - -
21 ≃ 85 12 83 11 78 ✓ 13.7 3 823
Table 3. Summary of experimental results. All experiments are performed on a computer with Intel Xeon(R)
E5-1620 v3 CPU and 32GB of memory, running Ubuntu 14.04 operating system.
two columns provide information about the number of relations and total number of attributes in the
source and target schema, respectively. The last four columns provide information aboutMediator
results: Status shows whetherMediator was able to verify the desired property (i.e., equivalence
or refinement), and Time provides total running time in seconds. The column labeled Iters shows
the number of iterations that Mediator takes to find an inductive simulation (or bisimulation)
invariant. Finally, the last column labeled Queries shows the number of validity modulo TRA checks
issued byMediator.
As we can see from Table 3, Mediator is able to successfully verify the desired property for
20 out of 21 benchmarks. The running time of the tool ranges between 0.2 seconds for small
textbook examples with a few transactions to 150 seconds for large, real-world benchmarks with
hundreds of transactions. As expected, the running time of Mediator on real-world benchmarks
is typically much longer (46.8 seconds on average) than on textbook examples (11.3 seconds on
average). However, some textbook examples (namely benchmarks 5 and 10) take longer than some
of the real-world examples because many iterations are required to find an inductive bisimulation
invariant. As shown in Figure 13(b), the running time of Mediator is roughly linear in the number
of validity queries to the SMT solver. Because the number of validity checks depends on the
number of transactions in the application as well as the number of iterations required for finding
an inductive bisimulation invariant, Figure 13(a) also shows that system’s running time is roughly
linear with respect to #transactions × #iterations.
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Fig. 13. Relationship between running time, transaction number, iteration number and query number
Cause of false positives. As shown in Table 3,Mediator fails to verify equivalence for benchmark
20, where the schema change involves moving the shared attributes of two relations into a new
polymorphic relation. Upon further inspection, we determined this warning to be a false positive
that is caused by a shortcoming of our inference engine for synthesizing bisimulation invariants.
In particular, proving equivalence of this benchmark requires a bisimulation invariant of the form
ΠL(R) = ΠL′(σϕ (R′)), which is currently not supported in our implementation (recall Section 6.2).
While it is possible to extend our templates to include predicates of this form, this modification
would significantly increase the search space, as the selection predicate ϕ can be instantiated in
many different ways.
9 RELATEDWORK
The research problem that we address in this paper is related to a long line of work from the
programming languages and databases communities. In what follows, we survey papers that are
most relevant and explain how they differ from our approach.
Translation Validation. One of the most well-known applications of equivalence checking is
translation validation, where the goal is to prove that the compiled version of the code is equivalent
to the original one. [Necula 2000; Pnueli et al. 1998; Rinard 1999; Stepp et al. 2011; Zaks and Pnueli
2008; Zuck et al. 2003]. More recent work extends translation validation to parameterized equivalence
checking (PEC), which aims to prove equivalence between templatized programs representing many
concrete programs [Kundu et al. 2009]. Most of the work in this area focuses on imperative programs
and proves equivalence by inferring some form of bisimulation relation. Another common technique
for proving equivalence is to generate a so-called product program [Barthe et al. 2011; Zaks and
Pnueli 2008] and reduce the equivalence checking problem to the safety verification of a single
program. Rather than validating the correctness of compiler optimizations, our goal in this work is
to show equivalence between database-driven programs before and after changes to the database
schema. Our bisimulation invariants relate database states rather than program variables and are
expressed in the theory of relational algebra with updates instead of standard first-order theories
directly supported by SMT solvers.
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Contextual Equivalence. There has also been a significant body of work on verifying contextual
equivalence, where the goal is to determine whether two expressions are equivalent under any
program context. One important application of contextual equivalence is to identify compiler
optimization opportunities, particularly in the context of functional programming languages. For
example, Sumii and Pierce define an untyped call-by-value lambda calculus with sealing and present
a bisimulation-based approach to prove contextual equivalence [Sumii and Pierce 2004]. They later
present another sound and complete proof methodology based on bisimulation relations, but apply
it to a lambda calculus with full universal, existential, and recursive types [Sumii and Pierce 2005].
Koutavas and Wand extend this line of work to prove contextual equivalence in an untyped lambda
calculus with an explicit store by introducing a new notion of bisimulation. Their method enables
constructive proofs in the presence of higher-order functions [Koutavas and Wand 2006b]. They
also extend the same proof technique to the imperative untyped object calculus [Koutavas and
Wand 2006a]. Sangiorgi et al. step further and develop a notion of environmental bisimulation for
higher-order languages. Their technique does not require induction on evaluation derivations and
is applicable to different calculi, ranging from pure lambda calculus to higher-order π -calculus [San-
giorgi et al. 2007, 2011]. Existing techniques for proving contextual equivalence offer a limited
degree of automation and do not address database-driven applications.
Regression Verification. Regression verification is concerned with checking equivalence across
different versions of an evolving program [Felsing et al. 2014; Godlin and Strichman 2009; Lahiri
et al. 2012; Person et al. 2008]. Unlike translation validation where the two programs are expressed at
different levels of abstraction and transformations are intra-procedural, regression verification deals
with two programs across a refactoring, feature addition or bug-fix with changes possibly spread
across procedures. Approaches range from the use of differential symbolic execution [Person et al.
2008] for loop-free and recursion-free programs, techniques based on uninterpreted functions to
deal with mutual recursion [Godlin and Strichman 2009; Lahiri et al. 2012], use of mutual summaries
for checking heap-manipulating programs [Hawblitzel et al. 2013; Wood et al. 2017], to the use of
standard invariant inference for inferring intermediate relational invariants [Felsing et al. 2014;
Lahiri et al. 2013]. Because the invariants and assertions relate program variables, the resulting
verification conditions are expressible in first-order theories supported by SMT solvers. Existing
regression verification techniques do not handle database-driven applications and therefore cannot
reason about changes to the database schema.
Relational Program Logics. The problem of verifying equivalence between a pair of programs can
be viewed as a special kind of relational verification problem in which the goal is to prove relational
Hoare triples of the form {P} S1 ∼ S2 {Q}. Here, P is a relational pre-condition that relates inputs
to programs S1, S2, and Q is a relational post-condition that relates their outputs. In the context of
equivalence checking, the pre-condition simply assumes equality between program inputs, and the
post-condition asserts equality between their outputs. Prior work has presented program logics,
such as Relational Hoare Logic and Cartesian Hoare logic, for showing such relational correctness
properties [Benton 2004; Sousa and Dillig 2016; Yang 2007]. As mentioned earlier, another common
technique for proving relational correctness properties is to construct a product program S1 × S2,
which is semantically equivalent to S1; S2 but that is somehow easier to verify [Barthe et al. 2011,
2013]. In contrast to existing relational verification techniques that work on imperative programs,
our approach addresses database-driven programs that work over different schema. Furthermore,
while the main focus of this paper is to verify equivalence/refinement between programs, we believe
our technique can be easily extended for proving other relational correctness properties.
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Testing and Verification of Database-Driven Applications. There has been a significant body
of prior work on testing and analyzing database-driven applications [Artzi et al. 2008; Benedikt
et al. 1998; Chays et al. 2000; Deutsch et al. 2005, 2007; Emmi et al. 2007; Gligoric and Majumdar
2013; Near and Jackson 2012; Vianu 2009; Wassermann et al. 2008]. Some of these techniques
aim to verify integrity constraints, find shallow bugs, or identify security vulnerabilities, while
others attempt to uncover violations of functional correctness properties. For example, [Benedikt
et al. 1998] statically verifies that database transactions preserve integrity constraints by means
of computing weakest preconditions. As another example, the Agenda framework generates test
cases by randomly populating the database with tuples that satisfy schema constraints [Chays et al.
2000; Deng et al. 2005], and several papers use concolic testing to find crashes or SQL injection
vulnerabilities [Artzi et al. 2008; Wassermann et al. 2008]. Gligoric and Majumdar describe an
explicit state model checking technique for database-driven applications and use this technique to
find concurrency bugs [Gligoric and Majumdar 2013].
There have also been proposals for checking functional correctness of database-driven appli-
cations. For example, Near and Jackson present a bounded verifier that uses symbolic execution
to check functional correctness properties specified using an extension of the RSpec specification
language [Near and Jackson 2012]. As another example, the WAVE project allows users to specify
functional correctness properties using LTL formulas and model checks a given database-driven ap-
plication against this specification [Deutsch et al. 2005, 2007; Vianu 2009]. TheWAVE framework can
also be used to automatically synthesize web applications from declarative specifications [Deutsch
et al. 2007]. However, we are not aware of any existing work on verifying relational correctness
properties of database-driven applications.
Transformation of Database-Driven Applications. There has also been some prior work on
optimizing database-driven applications [Cheung et al. 2013; Delaware et al. 2015]. For example, the
Qbs system detects performance bugs in web applications and repairs them by replacing inefficient
Java code with SQL queries [Cheung et al. 2013]. Similar to our work, Qbs also models database
relations using lists and defines a theory of ordered relations for reasoning about loop invariants.
However, the theory of ordered relations proposed by Cheung et al. does not allow reasoning about
updates to database relations.
Another related work in this space is the Fiat system for synthesizing abstract datatypes (ADTs)
with SQL-like operations [Delaware et al. 2015]. Given a user-provided specification, Fiat uses
domain-specific refinement theorems and automation tactics to transform the given specification
into an (ideally efficient) implementation. However, unlike our approach, Fiat requires different
implementations to use the same schema.
Query Equivalence. Query equivalence has been a long-standing problem in the database com-
munity. For example, Chandra and Merlin study the equivalence of conjunctive queries under
set semantics and show that every conjunctive query has a unique representation up to isomor-
phism [Chandra and Merlin 1977]. Aho et al. use tableaus to represent conjunctive queries and
present a polynomial time algorithm for deciding equivalence between certain kinds of conjunctive
queries [Aho et al. 1979]. Sagiv and Yannanakis generalize this tableau approach to union and
difference operators, but place limitations on the use of difference [Sagiv and Yannakakis 1980].
In more recent work, Green studies equivalence between conjunctive queries and gives an algo-
rithm for deciding their equivalence [Green 2009]. As mentioned in Section 7, our implementation
leverages insights from this work when checking validity of certain classes of TRA formulas.
In the past year, there has been significant activity on proving query equivalence using interactive
theorem provers and constraint solvers. Specifically, Chu et al. define a new semantics for SQL
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based on K-Relations and homotopy type theory and develop a Coq library to interactively prove
equivalence between SQL queries [Chu et al. 2017b]. Another recent work by Chu et al. provides a
greater degree of automation by incorporating constraint solvers [Chu et al. 2017a]. Specifically,
their tool, Cosette, first translates each SQL query into a corresponding logical formula and uses
an SMT solver to find a counterexample that shows the queries are not equivalent. If Cosette
fails to find a counterexample, it then tries to prove equivalence using the Coq theorem prover
augmented with a library of domain-specific tactics. While tools like Cosette could be useful
for deciding validity of some of our TRA formulas, existing tools do not support reasoning about
updates to the database.
Schema Evolution. In the database community, schema evolution refers to the problem of evolving
database schemas to adapt to requirement changes. Schema evolution also typically requires
data migration and synchronization of legacy transactions, and many papers from the database
community address the problem of facilitating schema evolution [Caruccio et al. 2016; Curino et al.
2013; Fagin et al. 2011; Rahm and Bernstein 2006; Visser 2008]. For example, the Prism and Prism++
projects [Curino et al. 2013] investigate techniques for automatically evolving transactions using a
given set of SQL-based schema modification operators.
As another example, Fagin et al. study the schemamapping adaptation problem using composition
and inversion operators [Fagin et al. 2011] and work by Visser utilizes strategy combinators and
point-free program calculation to handle coupled transformation of schemas, data instances, queries,
and constraints [Visser 2008]. In contrast to our method, existing work on schema evolution cannot
be used to prove equivalence between any pair of database-driven applications.
Schema Equivalence. There has also been some work on proving schema equivalence under
various different definitions of equivalence [Beeri et al. 1979; Miller et al. 1993; Rosenthal and
Reiner 1994]. Under one definition, two schemas are considered equivalent if there is a bijection
from the set of database instances from one schema to that of another [Miller et al. 1993; Rosenthal
and Reiner 1994]. According to another definition, two schemas S1, S2 are equivalent if there is a
query mapping from S1 to S2 such that its inverse is also a valid mapping from S2 to S1[Albert et al.
1999; Atzeni et al. 1982; Hull 1986]. While many of these papers provide algorithms for deciding
schema equivalence according to these definitions, they do not address the problem of verifying
equivalence between applications that operate over databases with different schemas.
10 LIMITATIONS
As a research prototype, our current implementation of Mediator has a number of limitations:
First, Mediator analyzes programs that are written in the database transaction language given in
Figure 3. Hence, the applicability of Mediator relies on translating the original database-driven
application to our IR, which abstracts programs as a fixed set of queries and updates to the database.
Thus, programs that use dynamically generated transactions or control-flow constructs cannot be
translated into our IR. Second,Mediator synthesizes simulation and bisimulation invariants by
finding the strongest conjunctive formula over a given class of predicates. However, as exemplified
by the false positive from our evaluation,Mediator may not be able to prove equivalence if the
bisimulation requires additional predicates (or boolean connectives) beyond the ones we consider.
Third,Mediator axiomatizes TRA using the theory of lists, which is also undecidable. Therefore,
the SMT solver may time-out when checking validity queries over the theory of lists. Fourth,
Mediator can only be used to prove equivalence but not disequivalence. In particular,Mediator
cannot provide witnesses to prove that two applications are indeed not equivalent. Finally, our
verification technique proves equivalence under list semantics. Thus, if a web application uses
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set/bag semantics to represent the results of database queries,Mediator may end up reporting
false positives. However, despite these limitations, our evaluation shows that Mediator is still
practical and that it can verify equivalence between different versions of many real-world web
applications.
11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have introduced the problem of verifying equivalence between applications that
operate over databases with different schemas. As shown by our empirical study from Section 8.1,
this problem is practically relevant because many web applications undergo a structural schema
change that requires re-implementation of parts of the application code. Our technique for verifying
equivalence relies on finding an inductive bisimulation invariant over the theory of relational
algebra with updates and automatically discharges verification conditions that are needed to prove
equivalence. We have implemented this technique in a new tool calledMediator and evaluate it on
different versions of database-driven web applications containing up to hundreds of transactions.
Our evaluation shows that Mediator can successfully verify equivalence/refinement between 95%
of the web applications it was evaluated on and that involve structural changes to the underlying
database schema.
We see this work as a first step towards verifying equivalence of database-driven applications. In
future work, we plan to address the limitations discussed in Section 10 to increase the applicability
of the tool. First, we plan to develop a richer intermediate representation that can model conditional
updates and other interactions between the application and the database. While this extension
would likely not necessitate fundamental changes to the proposed verification methodology, it
would require performing reasoning over a richer logical theory (e.g., combined theory of Presburger
arithmetic, relational algebra, arrays, etc). Second, we plan to automate the translation of web
applications written in realistic languages (e.g., Ruby, PHP, etc) into our intermediate language.
Third, we are interested in adding counterexample-generation capabilities toMediator so that it
can prove that two applications are definitely not equivalent.
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A PROOF OF THEOREMS
Lemma A.1. Suppose JϕKσ ,∆,x = p, then ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= ϕ(x) if and only if p[c/x] = true .
Proof. By structural induction on ϕ.
(1) Base case:ϕ = a1⊙a2. We know JϕKσ ,∆,x = lookup(x ,a1)⊙ lookup(x ,a2) andϕ(x) = дet(i,x)⊙
дet(j,x) where i, j are the indices of a1,a2. By the assumption that ς is correct, we have
lookup(x ,a) = дet(k,x) if k is the index of a. Thus lookup(c,a1) ⊙ lookup(c,a2) ↔ дet(i, c) ⊙
дet(j, c).
(2) Base case: ϕ = a⊙v . We know JϕKσ ,∆,x = lookup(x ,a1)⊙v[σ ] and ϕ(x) = дet(i,x)⊙v . Again,
by the assumption that ς is correct, we have σ |= дet(i, c)⊙v if and only if lookup(c,a) |= v[σ ]
for any value of c .
(3) Base case: ϕ = a ∈ Q . Suppose i is the index of a, and JQKσ ,∆ = R. We haveJϕKσ ,∆,x = contains(lookup(x ,a),map(R, λy. head(vals(y))))
and
ϕ(x) = contains(дet(i,x),firstColumn(ς(Q)))
where firstColumn(ς(Q)) means extracting the first value of each “row” (inner list) in ς(Q)
and converting it to a list, which follows from the definition of (ai ∈ t)(h) in Figure 9. By the
correctness of ς , lookup(x ,a) = дet(i,x) for the same value of x . Also, from Lemma A.2 andJQKσ ,∆ = R, we have ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R). Thus,
firstColumn(ς(Q)) =map(R, λy. head(vals(y)))
Hence, ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= contains(дet(i,x),firstColumn(ς(Q))) if and only if
contains(lookup(c,a),map(R, λy.head(vals(y)))
evaluates to true .
(4) Inductive case: ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2. Suppose Jϕ1Kσ ,∆,x = p1 and ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= ϕ1(x) iff
p1[c/x] = true . Also suppose Jϕ2Kσ ,∆,x = p2 and ς(∆)⊎σ⊎[x 7→ c] |= ϕ2(x) iffp2[c/x] = true .
Obviously, (p1 ∧ p2)[c/x] = true iff both p1[c/x] and p2[c/x] are true . Thus ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→
c] |= (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)(x) iff (p1 ∧ p2)[c/x] = true .
(5) Inductive case: ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2. Suppose Jϕ1Kσ ,∆,x = p1 and ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= ϕ1(x) iff
p1[c/x] = true . Also suppose Jϕ2Kσ ,∆,x = p2 and ς(∆)⊎σ⊎[x 7→ c] |= ϕ2(x) iffp2[c/x] = true .
Obviously, (p1 ∨ p2)[c/x] = true iff either p1[c/x] or p2[c/x] is true . Thus ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→
c] |= (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)(x) iff (p1 ∨ p2)[c/x] = true .
(6) Inductive case: ϕ = ¬ϕ1. Suppose Jϕ1Kσ ,∆,x = p1 and ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= ϕ1(x) iff
p1[c/x] = true . Since (¬p1)[c/x] = true iff p1[c/x] is f alse , ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [x 7→ c] |= (¬ϕ1)(x)
iff (¬p1)[c/x] = true .
□
Lemma A.2. If JQKσ ,∆ = R, then ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
Proof Sketch. By structural induction on Q .
(1) Base case: Q = R. JQKσ ,∆ = ∆(R). Thus, by the correctness of ς , ς(∆) |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
(2) Inductive case: Q = Πψ (Q1). Suppose that JQ1Kσ ,∆ = R1, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q1) = ς(R1),
and JΠψ (Q1)Kσ ,∆ = R, where R = map(R1, λx .filter(x , λy.contains(first(y),ψ ))). From the
definition of Π′l (h) and Πl (t) in Figure 8, we know Π′l (h) = filter(h, λz.contains(z, l)) and
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Πl (t) = map(t , λx .filter(x , λz.contains(z, l))). By the correctness of ς , we have
ς(R) = map(ς(R1), λx .filter(x , λz.contains(z, ς(ψ ))))
= map(ς(Q1), λx .filter(x , λz.contains(z, ς(ψ ))))
= ς(Q)
Thus, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
(3) Inductive case:Q = σϕ (Q1). Suppose that JQ1Kσ ,∆ = R1, ς(∆)⊎σ |= ς(Q1) = ς(R1), JϕKσ ,∆,x =
p, and Jσϕ (Q1)Kσ ,∆ = R, where R = filter(R1, λx .p). From Lemma A.1, we know ϕ and p
evaluate to the same truth value given the same value of argument x . Please note that it would
not cause circular proof assuming the program is of finite length. Using the definition of σϕ (h)
in Figure 9, we can show σς (ϕ)(h) = filter(h, λx .ς(ϕ)). Then ς(R) = filter(ς(R1), λx .ς(p)) =
filter(ς(Q1), λx .ς(ϕ)) = ς(Q). Thus, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
(4) Inductive case: Q = Q1 × Q2. Suppose that JQ1Kσ ,∆ = R1, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q1) = ς(R1),JQ2Kσ ,∆ = R2, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q2) = ς(R2), and JQ1 ×Q2Kσ ,∆ = R, where
R = foldl((λys .λy.append(ys,map(R2, λz.merge(y, z)))), [ ],R1)
Observe the auxiliary cat function defined in Figure 8 is essentially list append, so cat(h1,h2) =
append(h1,h2). Also observe that h1 ×′ t2 would do cat(h1,h2) for each h2 in list t2. Thus,
h1 ×′ t2 = map(t2, λz.append(h1, z)). The overall × operator in Figure 8 performs a left hold
with operator ×′. Therefore,
ς(Q1) × ς(Q2) = foldl((λys .λy.append(ys,map(ς(Q2), λz.append(y, z)))), [ ], ς(Q1))
Combined with the correctness of ς , we know
ς(R) = foldl((λys .λy.append(ys,map(ς(R2), λz.append(y, z)))), [ ], ς(R1))
= foldl((λys .λy.append(ys,map(ς(Q2), λz.append(y, z)))), [ ], ς(Q1))
= ς(Q)
Thus, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
(5) Inductive case:Q = Q1∪Q2. Suppose that JQ1Kσ ,∆ = R1, ς(∆)⊎σ |= ς(Q1) = ς(R1), JQ2Kσ ,∆ =
R2, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q2) = ς(R2), and JQ1 ∪Q2Kσ ,∆ = R, where R = append(R1,R2). Note that
the ∪ operator defined in Figure 8 is essentially list append, so we have ς(Q1) ∪ ς(Q2) =
append(ς(Q1), ς(Q2)). Then ς(R) = append(ς(R1), ς(R2)) = append(ς(Q1), ς(Q2)) = ς(Q). Thus,
ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
(6) Inductive case: Q = Q1 − Q2. Suppose that JQ1Kσ ,∆ = R1, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q1) = ς(R1),JQ2Kσ ,∆ = R2, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q2) = ς(R2), and JQ1 −Q2Kσ ,∆ = R, where
R = foldl((λys .λy.delete(y,ys)),R1,R2)
Observe the auxiliary −′ operator defined in Figure 8 is essentially list delete, and the minus
operator − performs a left fold using −′, so we have
ς(Q1) − ς(Q2) = foldl((λys .λy.delete(y,ys)), ς(Q1), ς(Q2))
Then we know,
ς(R) = foldl((λys .λy.delete(y,ys)), ς(R1), ς(R2))
= foldl((λys .λy.delete(y,ys)), ς(Q1), ς(Q2))
= ς(Q)
Thus, ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= ς(Q) = ς(R).
□
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Lemma A.3. (sp for insertion) Suppose U = ins(R, {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn}), and let Φ be a TRA
formula. If (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ and JU Kσ ,∆ = ∆′, then (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ).
Proof. Assume t ′ = {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn} and t = [v1, . . . ,vn], then by the definition of sp we
know sp(Φ, ins(R, t ′)) = ∃z. (R = z ∪ [t] ∧ Φ[z/R]). The problem becomes given
(1) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= Φ (by definition of (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ)
(2) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= R = c (assuming R evaluates to c under ∆,σ )
(3) σ |= t = c ′ (assuming t evaluates to c ′ under σ )
we would like to prove ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z.(R = z ∪ [t] ∧Φ[z/R]), where ∆′ = ∆[R ← append(R, t[σ ])].
In fact, ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] holds directly from (1) and (2). Since R does not occur in
Φ[z/R] any more, it can be assigned to any value. Therefore,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] (∗)
Also,∆′(R) = append(c, c ′) holds because of (2), (3) and the fact that∆′ = ∆[R ← append(R, t[σ ])].
Since the definition of ∪ is the same as list append, we have
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= R = c ∪ c ′
Thus, ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = z ∪ c ′. Again, since σ |= t = c ′, it holds that
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = z ∪ t (∗∗)
Put (∗) and (∗∗) together, we have
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = z ∪ t ∧ Φ[z/R]
Hence,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z. (R = z ∪ t ∧ Φ[z/R])
i.e., (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ). □
Lemma A.4. (sp for deletion) Suppose U = del(R,ϕ), and let Φ be a TRA formula. If (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ
and JU Kσ ,∆ = ∆′, then (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ).
Proof. By the definition of sp we know sp(Φ, del(R,ϕ)) = ∃z. (R = σ¬ς (ϕ)(R) ∧ Φ[z/R]). The
problem becomes given
(1) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= Φ (by definition of (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ)
(2) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= R = c (assuming R evaluates to c under ∆,σ )
(3) JϕKσ ,∆,x = p (assuming ϕ evaluates to p under ∆,σ )
we would like to prove ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z.(R = σς (¬ϕ)(R) ∧ Φ[z/R]), where
∆′ = ∆[R ← filter(∆(R), λx .¬JϕKσ ,∆,x )]
Observe that ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] holds directly from (1) and (2). Since R does not occur
in Φ[z/R], it can be assigned to any value. Therefore,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] (∗)
Also observe that ∆′(R) = filter(c, λx .¬p) holds because of (2) and (3). From Lemma A.1, we
know p and ϕ evaluate to same truth value for the same value of argument x , and using definition
of σϕ (h) in Figure 9, we can show σς (¬ϕ)(h) = filter(h, λx .ς(¬ϕ)). Thus,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= R = σς (¬ϕ)(c)
and
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) (∗∗)
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Combining (∗) and (∗∗), we have
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) ∧ Φ[z/R]
Hence,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z. (R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) ∧ Φ[z/R])
i.e., (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ). □
Lemma A.5. (sp for update) SupposeU = upd(R,ϕ,a,v), and let Φ be a TRA formula. If (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ
and JU Kσ ,∆ = ∆′, then (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ).
Proof. By the definition of sp we know
sp(Φ, upd(R,ϕ,a,v)) = ∃z. ((R = σ¬ς (ϕ)(R) ∪ σς (ϕ)(R)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩) ∧ Φ[z/R])
The problem becomes given
(1) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= Φ (by definition of (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ)
(2) ς(∆) ⊎ σ |= R = c (assuming R evaluates to c under ∆,σ )
(3) JϕKσ ,∆,x = p (assuming ϕ evaluates to p under ∆,σ )
we would like to prove ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z.((R = σς (¬ϕ)(R) ∪ σς (ϕ)(R)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩) ∧ Φ[z/R]), where
∆′ = ∆
[
R ← append
(
filter(∆(R), λx .¬JϕKσ ,∆,x ),
map(filter(∆(R), λx .JϕKσ ,∆,x ), λy.y[a ← v[σ ]])
)]
Observe that ς(∆) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] holds directly from (1) and (2). Since R does not occur
in Φ[z/R], it can be assigned to any value. Therefore,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= Φ[z/R] (∗)
Please note that given premises (2) and (3), ∆′(R) = append(R1,map(R2, λy.y[i ← v[σ ]])), where
R1 = filter(c, λx .¬p) and R2 = filter(c, λx .p). From Lemma A.1, we know p and ϕ evaluate to same
truth value for the same value of argument x , and using definition of σϕ (h) in Figure 9, we can
show σς (ϕ)(h) = filter(h, λx .ς(ϕ)) and σς (¬ϕ)(h) = filter(h, λx .ς(¬ϕ)). Thus,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R1 = σς (¬ϕ)(c) (∗∗)
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R2 = σς (ϕ)(c)
Also, from the definition of ·⟨· ◁ ·⟩, we have L⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩ = map(L, λy. y[ς(a) ← v]). Let R3 =
map(R2, λy.y[a ← v[σ ]]) for convenience, then
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R3 = σς (ϕ)(c)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩ (∗ ∗ ∗)
Combining (∗∗), (∗ ∗ ∗), ∆′(R) = append(R1,R3), and the definition of ∪ is the same as list append,
we get
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = σς (¬ϕ)(c) ∪ σς (ϕ)(c)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩
and thus,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) ∪ σς (ϕ)(z)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩
Put together with (∗),
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ ⊎ [z 7→ c] |= (R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) ∪ σς (ϕ)(z)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩) ∧ Φ[z/R]
Hence,
ς(∆′) ⊎ σ |= ∃z. ((R = σς (¬ϕ)(z) ∪ σς (ϕ)(z)⟨ς(a) ◁ v⟩) ∧ Φ[z/R])
i.e., (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U ). □
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. (Soundness of sp) By structural induction onU .
(1) Base case:U = ins(R, {a1 : v1, . . . ,an : vn}). Proven by Lemma A.3.
(2) Base case:U = del(R,ϕ). Proven by Lemma A.4.
(3) Base case:U = upd(R,ϕ,a,v). Proven by Lemma A.5.
(4) Inductive case:U = U1;U2. Suppose for any given TRA-formula Φ1 such that if (∆1,σ ) ∼ Φ1
holds, ∆′1 = JU1Kσ ,∆1 , then (∆′1,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ1,U1). Also suppose for any given TRA-formula Φ2
such that if (∆2,σ ) ∼ Φ2 holds, ∆′2 = JU2Kσ ,∆2 , then (∆′2,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ2,U2). Now consider U =
U1;U2, TRA-formula Φ, and ∆,σ such that (∆,σ ) ∼ Φ. Let ∆1 = ∆, Φ1 = Φ and ∆′′ = JU1Kσ ,∆,
we know (∆′′,σ ) ∼ sp(Φ,U1). Then let ∆2 = ∆′′ and Φ2 = sp(Φ,U1), and ∆′ = JU2Kσ ,∆′′ , we
know (∆′,σ ) ∼ sp(sp(Φ,U1),U2). Also note that ∆′ = JU2Kσ ,∆′′ = JU1;U2Kσ ,∆, we have proven
the agreement.
□
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